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Teaching Learning Based Optimization Algorithm 2015-11-14 describing a new
optimization algorithm the teaching learning based optimization tlbo in a clear and
lucid style this book maximizes reader insights into how the tlbo algorithm can be
used to solve continuous and discrete optimization problems involving single or
multiple objectives as the algorithm operates on the principle of teaching and
learning where teachers influence the quality of learners results the elitist version
of tlbo algorithm etlbo is described along with applications of the tlbo algorithm in
the fields of electrical engineering mechanical design thermal engineering
manufacturing engineering civil engineering structural engineering computer
engineering electronics engineering physics and biotechnology the book offers a
valuable resource for scientists engineers and practitioners involved in the
development and usage of advanced optimization algorithms
Simulation-Based Optimization 2014-10-30 simulation based optimization
parametric optimization techniques and reinforcement learning introduce the
evolving area of static and dynamic simulation based optimization covered in detail
are model free optimization techniques especially designed for those discrete
event stochastic systems which can be simulated but whose analytical models are
difficult to find in closed mathematical forms key features of this revised and
improved second edition include extensive coverage via step by step recipes of
powerful new algorithms for static simulation optimization including simultaneous
perturbation backtracking adaptive search and nested partitions in addition to
traditional methods such as response surfaces nelder mead search and meta
heuristics simulated annealing tabu search and genetic algorithms detailed
coverage of the bellman equation framework for markov decision processes mdps
along with dynamic programming value and policy iteration for discounted average
and total reward performance metrics an in depth consideration of dynamic
simulation optimization via temporal differences and reinforcement learning q
learning sarsa and r smart algorithms and policy search via api q p learning actor
critics and learning automata a special examination of neural network based
function approximation for reinforcement learning semi markov decision processes
smdps finite horizon problems two time scales case studies for industrial tasks
computer codes placed online and convergence proofs via banach fixed point
theory and ordinary differential equations themed around three areas in separate
sets of chapters static simulation optimization reinforcement learning and
convergence analysis this book is written for researchers and students in the fields
of engineering industrial systems electrical and computer operations research
computer science and applied mathematics
Biogeography-Based Optimization: Algorithms and Applications 2018-09-14 this
book introduces readers to the background general framework main operators and
other basic characteristics of biogeography based optimization bbo which is an
emerging branch of bio inspired computation in particular the book presents the
authors recent work on improved variants of bbo hybridization of bbo with other
algorithms and the application of bbo to a variety of domains including
transportation image processing and neural network learning the content will help
to advance research into and application of not only bbo but also the whole field of
bio inspired computation the algorithms and applications are organized in a step
by step manner and clearly described with the help of pseudo codes and flowcharts



the readers will learn not only the basic concepts of bbo but also how to apply and
adapt the algorithms to the engineering optimization problems they actually
encounter
High-Performance Simulation-Based Optimization 2019-06-01 this book presents
the state of the art in designing high performance algorithms that combine
simulation and optimization in order to solve complex optimization problems in
science and industry problems that involve time consuming simulations and
expensive multi objective function evaluations as traditional optimization
approaches are not applicable per se combinations of computational intelligence
machine learning and high performance computing methods are popular solutions
but finding a suitable method is a challenging task because numerous approaches
have been proposed in this highly dynamic field of research that s where this book
comes in it covers both theory and practice drawing on the real world insights
gained by the contributing authors all of whom are leading researchers given its
scope if offers a comprehensive reference guide for researchers practitioners and
advanced level students interested in using computational intelligence and
machine learning to solve expensive optimization problems
Agent-Based Optimization 2012-12-14 this volume presents a collection of
original research works by leading specialists focusing on novel and promising
approaches in which the multi agent system paradigm is used to support enhance
or replace traditional approaches to solving difficult optimization problems the
editors have invited several well known specialists to present their solutions tools
and models falling under the common denominator of the agent based optimization
the book consists of eight chapters covering examples of application of the multi
agent paradigm and respective customized tools to solve difficult optimization
problems arising in different areas such as machine learning scheduling
transportation and more generally distributed and cooperative problem solving
Simulation-based Optimization Of Antenna Arrays 2019-02-13 the book addresses
surrogate assisted design of antenna arrays in particular how surrogate models
both data driven and physics based can be utilized to expedite procedures such as
parametric optimization design closure statistical analysis or fault detection
algorithms and design frameworks are illustrated using a large variety of examples
including real world printed circuit antenna and antenna array structures this
unique compendium contains introductory materials concerning numerical
optimization both conventional gradient based and derivative free including
metaheuristics and surrogate based as well as a considerable selection of
customized procedures developed specifically to handle antenna array problems
recommendations concerning practical aspects of surrogate assisted multi
objective antenna optimization are also given the methods presented allow for cost
efficient handling of antenna array design problems involving cpu intensive em
models in the context of design optimization and statistical analysis which will
benefit both researchers designers and graduate students
Flow-Based Optimization of Products or Devices 2020-11-13 flow based
optimization of products and devices is an immature field compared to the
corresponding topology optimization based on solid mechanics however it is an
essential part of component development with both internal and or external flow
the aim of this book is two fold i to provide state of the art examples of flow based



optimization and ii to present a review of topology optimization for fluid based
problems
Developments in Model-Based Optimization and Control 2015-12-23 this book
deals with optimization methods as tools for decision making and control in the
presence of model uncertainty it is oriented to the use of these tools in engineering
specifically in automatic control design with all its components analysis of
dynamical systems identification problems and feedback control design
developments in model based optimization and control takes advantage of
optimization based formulations for such classical feedback design objectives as
stability performance and feasibility afforded by the established body of results
and methodologies constituting optimal control theory it makes particular use of
the popular formulation known as predictive control or receding horizon
optimization the individual contributions in this volume are wide ranging in subject
matter but coordinated within a five part structure covering material on
complexity and structure in model predictive control mpc collaborative mpc
distributed mpc optimization based analysis and design and applications to
bioprocesses multivehicle systems or energy management the various
contributions cover a subject spectrum including inverse optimality and more
modern decentralized and cooperative formulations of receding horizon optimal
control readers will find fourteen chapters dedicated to optimization based tools
for robustness analysis and decision making in relation to feedback mechanisms
fault detection for example and three chapters putting forward applications where
the model based optimization brings a novel perspective developments in model
based optimization and control is a selection of contributions expanded and
updated from the optimisation based control and estimation workshops held in
november 2013 and november 2014 it forms a useful resource for academic
researchers and graduate students interested in the state of the art in predictive
control control engineers working in model based optimization and control
particularly in its bioprocess applications will also find this collection instructive
Natural Computing for Simulation-Based Optimization and Beyond
2019-07-26 this springerbrief bridges the gap between the areas of simulation
studies on the one hand and optimization with natural computing on the other
since natural computing methods have been applied with great success in several
application areas a review concerning potential benefits and pitfalls for simulation
studies is merited the brief presents such an overview and combines it with an
introduction to natural computing and selected major approaches as well as with a
concise treatment of general simulation based optimization as such it is the first
review which covers both the methodological background and recent application
cases the brief is intended to serve two purposes first it can be used to gain more
information concerning natural computing its major dialects and their usage for
simulation studies it also covers the areas of multi objective optimization and
neuroevolution while the latter is only seldom mentioned in connection with
simulation studies it is a powerful potential technique second the reader is
provided with an overview of several areas of simulation based optimization which
range from logistic problems to engineering tasks additionally the brief focuses on
the usage of surrogate and meta models the brief presents recent application
examples



Simulation-based Optimization of Energy Efficiency in Production 2021-02-11 the
importance of the energy and commodity markets has steadily increased since the
first oil crisis the sustained use of energy and other resources has become a basic
requirement for a company to competitively perform on the market the modeling
analysis and assessment of dynamic production processes is often performed using
simulation software while existing approaches mainly focus on the consideration of
resource consumption variables based on metrologically collected data on
operating states the aim of this work is to depict the energy consumption of
production plants through the utilization of a continuous simulation approach in
combination with a discrete approach for the modeling of material flows and
supporting logistic processes the complex interactions between the material flow
and the energy usage in production can thus be simulated closer to reality
especially the depiction of energy consumption peaks becomes possible an
essential step towards reducing energy consumption in production is the
optimization of the energy use of non value adding production phases
Simulation-based Optimization for Product and Process Design 2006 performance
based optimization of structures introduces a method to bridge the gap between
structural optimization theory and its practical application to structural
engineering the performance based optimization pbo method combines modern
structural optimisation theory with performance based design concepts to produce
a powerful technique for use in structural design this book provides the latest pbo
techniques for achieving optimal topologies and shapes of continuum structures
with stress displacement and mean compliance constraints the emphasis is
strongly placed on practical applications of automated pbo techniques to the strut
and tie modelling of structural concrete which includes reinforced and prestressed
concrete structures basic concepts underlying the development of strut and lie
models design optimization procedure and detailing of structural concrete are
described in detail alternative approaches to topology optimization are also
introduced the book contains numerous practical design examples illustrating the
nature of the load transfer mechanism of structures
Performance-Based Optimization of Structures 2005-02-25 flow based
optimization of products and devices is an immature field compared to the
corresponding topology optimization based on solid mechanics however it is an
essential part of component development with both internal and or external flow
the aim of this book is two fold i to provide state of the art examples of flow based
optimization and ii to present a review of topology optimization for fluid based
problems
Flow-Based Optimization of Products Or Devices 2020 manifold optimization
is an emerging field of contemporary optimization that constructs efficient and
robust algorithms by exploiting the specific geometrical structure of the search
space in our case the search space takes the form of a manifold manifold
optimization methods mainly focus on adapting existing optimization methods from
the usual easy to deal with euclidean search spaces to manifolds whose local
geometry can be defined e g by a riemannian structure in this way the form of the
adapted algorithms can stay unchanged however to accommodate the adaptation
process assumptions on the search space manifold often have to be made in
addition the computations and estimations are confined by the local geometry this



book presents a framework for population based optimization on riemannian
manifolds that overcomes both the constraints of locality and additional
assumptions multi modal black box manifold optimization problems on riemannian
manifolds can be tackled using zero order stochastic optimization methods from a
geometrical perspective utilizing both the statistical geometry of the decision
space and riemannian geometry of the search space this monograph presents in a
self contained manner both theoretical and empirical aspects of stochastic
population based optimization on abstract riemannian manifolds
Population-Based Optimization on Riemannian Manifolds 2022-05-17 a
comprehensive overview of operations research various optimization techniques
and their applications this text offers various examples and exercises in order to
facilitate students in the application of concepts and analytical techniques in
realistic situations
Computer Based Optimization Techniques 2015 evolutionary computation
algorithms are employed to minimize functions with large number of variables
biogeography based optimization bbo is an optimization algorithm that is based on
the science of biogeography which researches the migration patterns of species
these migration paradigms provide the main logic behind bbo due to the cross
disciplinary nature of the optimization problems there is a need to develop multiple
approaches to tackle them and to study the theoretical reasoning behind their
performance this book explains the mathematical model of bbo algorithm and its
variants created to cope with continuous domain problems with and without
constraints and combinatorial problems
Evolutionary Computation with Biogeography-based Optimization
2017-02-06 this book presents a solution to the challenging issue of optimizing
expensive to evaluate industrial problems such as the hyperparameter tuning of
machine learning models the approach combines two well established concepts
surrogate based optimization sbo and parallelization to efficiently search for
optimal parameter setups with as few function evaluations as possible through in
depth analysis the need for parallel sbo solvers is emphasized and it is
demonstrated that they outperform model free algorithms in scenarios with a low
evaluation budget the sbo approach helps practitioners save significant amounts of
time and resources in hyperparameter tuning as well as other optimization
projects as a highlight a novel framework for objectively comparing the efficiency
of parallel sbo algorithms is introduced enabling practitioners to evaluate and
select the most effective approach for their specific use case based on practical
examples decision support is delivered detailing which parts of industrial
optimization projects can be parallelized and how to prioritize which parts to
parallelize first by following the framework practitioners can make informed
decisions about how to allocate resources and optimize their models efficiently
Enhancing Surrogate-Based Optimization Through Parallelization 2023-05-29 this
work describes a generic highly performant software tool for simulation based
optimization the object oriented solution consists of two main software libraries
the first library is a framework for the dynamic creation of discrete simulation
models including some simple models for demonstrations and comparisons the
second library is a framework for the problem independent implementation of
optimization algorithms with a few ready to use algorithms to demonstrate the



technique
Simulation-based Optimization 2007 this book constitutes the thoroughly
refereed post conference proceedings of the 1st international conference on swarm
intelligence based optimization icsibo 2014 held in mulhouse france in may 2014
the 20 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 48
submissions topics of interest presented and discussed in the conference focuses
on the theoretical progress of swarm intelligence metaheuristics and their
applications in areas such as theoretical advances of swarm intelligence
metaheuristics combinatorial discrete binary constrained multi objective multi
modal dynamic noisy and large scale optimization artificial immune systems
particle swarms ant colony bacterial foraging artificial bees fireflies algorithm
hybridization of algorithms parallel distributed computing machine learning data
mining data clustering decision making and multi agent systems based on swarm
intelligence principles adaptation and applications of swarm intelligence principles
to real world problems in various domains
A Generic Framework for Discrete Simulation Based Optimization 2016-04-04 this
book aims at illustrating strategies to account for uncertainty in complex systems
described by computer simulations when optimizing the performances of these
systems accounting or neglecting uncertainty may lead to completely different
results therefore uncertainty management is a major issues in simulation
optimization because of its wide field of applications simulation optimization issues
have been addressed by different communities with different methods and from
slightly different perspectives alternative approaches have been developed also
depending on the application context without any well established method clearly
outperforming the others this editorial project brings together as chapter
contributors researchers from different though interrelated areas namely
statistical methods experimental design stochastic programming global
optimization metamodeling and design and analysis of computer simulation
experiments editors goal is to take advantage of such a multidisciplinary
environment to offer to the readers a much deeper understanding of the
commonalities and differences of the various approaches to simulation based
optimization especially in uncertain environments editors aim to offer a
bibliographic reference on the topic enabling interested readers to learn about the
state of the art in this research area also accounting for potential real world
applications to improve also the state of the practice besides researchers and
scientists of the field the primary audience for the proposed book includes phd
students academic teachers as well as practitioners and professionals each of
these categories of potential readers present adequate channels for marketing
actions e g scientific academic or professional societies internet based
communities and authors or buyers of related publications
Swarm Intelligence Based Optimization 2014-11-27 this book provides
essential insights into a range of newly developed numerical optimization
techniques with a view to solving real world problems many of these problems can
be modeled as nonlinear optimization problems but due to their complex nature it
is not always possible to solve them using conventional optimization theory
accordingly the book discusses the design and applications of non conventional
numerical optimization techniques including the design of benchmark functions



and the implementation of these techniques to solve real world optimization
problems the book s twenty chapters examine various interesting research topics
in this area including pi fraction based optimization of the pantoja bretones martin
pbm antenna benchmarks benchmark function generators for single objective
robust optimization algorithms convergence of gravitational search algorithms on
linear and quadratic functions and an algorithm for the multi variant evolutionary
synthesis of nonlinear models with real valued chromosomes delivering on its
promise to explore real world scenarios the book also addresses the seismic
analysis of a multi story building with optimized damper properties the application
of constrained spider monkey optimization to solve portfolio optimization problems
the effect of upper body motion on a bipedal robot s stability an ant colony
algorithm for routing alternate fuel vehicles in multi depot vehicle routing
problems enhanced fractal dimension based feature extraction for thermal face
recognition and an artificial bee colony based hyper heuristic for the single
machine order acceptance and scheduling problem the book will benefit not only
researchers but also organizations active in such varied fields as aerospace
automotive biotechnology consumer packaged goods electronics finance business
banking oil gas geosciences and pharma to name a few
Uncertainty Management in Simulation-Optimization of Complex Systems
2015-06-29 new optimization algorithms and applications atom based ecosystem
based and economics based presents the development of three new optimization
algorithms an atom search optimization aso algorithm an artificial ecosystem
based optimization algorithm aeo a supply demand based optimization sdo and
their applications within engineering these algorithms are based on benchmark
functions and typical engineering cases the book describes the algorithms in detail
and demonstrates how to use them in engineering the title verifies the
performance of the algorithms presented simulation results are given and matlab
codes are provided for the methods described over seven chapters the book
introduces aso aeo and sdo and presents benchmark functions engineering
problems and coding this volume offers technicians and researchers engaged in
computer and intelligent algorithm work and engineering with one source of
information on novel optimization algorithms presents three novel optimization
algorithms for engineering gives various applications and design examples for
each algorithm provides simulation results to verify algorithm performance
includes matlab codes for optimization methods describes the mathematical
models needed
Decision Science in Action 2018-09-12 this book constitutes the thoroughly
refereed post conference proceedings of the second international conference on
swarm intelligence based optimization icsibo 2016 held in mulhouse france in june
2016 the 9 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 20
submissions they are centered around the following topics theoretical advances of
swarm intelligence metaheuristics combinatorial discrete binary constrained multi
objective multi modal dynamic noisy and large scale optimization artificial immune
systems particle swarms ant colony bacterial forging artificial bees fireflies
algorithm hybridization of algorithms parallel distributed computing machine
learning data mining data clustering decision making and multi agent systems
based on swarm intelligence principles adaptation and applications of swarm



intelligence principles to real world problems in various domains
New Optimization Algorithms and their Applications 2021-07-27
computational intelligence based optimization methods also known as
metaheuristic optimization algorithms are a popular topic in mathematical
programming these methods have bridged the gap between various approaches
and created a new school of thought to solve real world optimization problems in
this book we have selected some of the most effective and renowned algorithms in
the literature these algorithms are not only practical but also provide thought
provoking theoretical ideas to help readers understand how they solve
optimization problems each chapter includes a brief review of the algorithm s
background and the fields it has been used in additionally python code is provided
for all algorithms at the end of each chapter making this book a valuable resource
for beginner and intermediate programmers looking to understand these
algorithms
Swarm Intelligence Based Optimization 2016-11-25 this book engages in an
ongoing topic such as the implementation of nature inspired metaheuristic
algorithms with a main concentration on optimization problems in different fields
of engineering optimization applications the chapters of the book provide concise
overviews of various nature inspired metaheuristic algorithms defining their
profits in obtaining the optimal solutions of tiresome engineering design problems
that cannot be efficiently resolved via conventional mathematical based techniques
thus the chapters report on advanced studies on the applications of not only the
traditional but also the contemporary certain nature inspired metaheuristic
algorithms to specific engineering optimization problems with single and multi
objectives harmony search artificial bee colony teaching learning based
optimization electrostatic discharge grasshopper backtracking search and
interactive search are just some of the methods exhibited and consulted step by
step in application contexts the book is a perfect guide for graduate students
researchers academicians and professionals willing to use metaheuristic
algorithms in engineering optimization applications
Computational Intelligence-based Optimization Algorithms 2023-10-11 this
book is intended to be a cookbook for students and researchers to understand the
finite element method and optimization methods and couple them to effect shape
optimization the optimization part of the book will survey optimization methods
and focus on the genetic algorithm and powell s method for implementation in the
codes it will contain pseudo code for the relevant algorithms and homework
problems to reinforce the theory to compile finite element programs capable of
shape optimization features enables readers to understand the finite element
method and optimization methods and couple them to effect shape optimization
presents simple approach with algorithms for synthesis focuses on automated
computer aided design cad of electromagnetic devices provides a unitary
framework involving optimization and numerical modelling discusses how to
integrate open source mesh generators into your code indicates how
parallelization of algorithms especially matrix solution and optimization may be
approached cheaply using the graphics processing unit gpu that is available on
most pcs today includes coupled problem optimization using hyperthermia as an
example



Nature-Inspired Metaheuristic Algorithms for Engineering Optimization
Applications 2021-03-31 inhaltsangabe introduction in handling real world
optimization problems it is often the case that the underlying decision variables
and parameters cannot be controlled exactly as specified for example if a
deterministic consideration of an optimization problem results in an optimal
dimension of a cylindrical member to have a 50 mm diameter there exists no
manufacturing process which will guarantee the production of a cylinder having
exactly a 50 mm diameter every manufacturing process has a finite machine
precision and the dimensions are expected to vary around the specified value
similarly the strength of a material often does not remain fixed for the entire
length of the material and is expected to vary from point to point when such
variations in decision variables and parameters are expected in practice an obvious
question arises how reliable is the optimized design against failure when the
suggested parameters cannot be adhered to this question is important because in
most optimization problems the deterministic optimum lies at the intersection of a
number of constraint boundaries thus if no uncertainties in parameters and
variables are expected the optimized solution is the best choice but if uncertainties
are expected in most occasions the optimized solution will be found to be infeasible
violating one or more constraints these uncertainties which are either controllable
e g imensions or uncontrollable e g material properties are present and need to be
accounted for in the design process assuming that the variables follow a
probability distribution in practice reliability based design optimization rbdo
methods find a reliable solution which is feasible with a pre specified probability in
most rbdo problems failure probability and costs are violating objectives which
means that when one is lowered the other may rise therefore it is important to
identify the uncertain variables which have an impact on the problem and describe
them with different probability distributions based on statistical calculations then
the ordinary deterministic constraint is replaced by a stochastic constraint which
is only restricting the probability of failure for a solution not the failure itself this
can be done for each constraint or for the complete set of constraints for the
complete structure different methods for evaluating the reliability of a solution
exist if the cumulative density function cdf with its
Finite Elements-based Optimization 2019-07-24 contemporary design in
engineering and industry relies heavily on computer simulation and efficient
algorithms to reduce the cost and to maximize the performance and sustainability
as well as profits and energy efficiency solving an optimization problem correctly
and efficiently requires not only the right choice of optimization algorithms and
simulation methods but also the proper implementation and insight into the
problem of interest this book consists of ten self contained detailed case studies of
real world optimization problems selected from a wide range of applications and
contributed from worldwide experts who are working in these exciting areas
optimization topics and applications include gas and water supply networks oil
field production optimization microwave engineering aerodynamic shape design
environmental emergence modelling structural engineering waveform design for
radar and communication systems parameter estimation in laser experiment and
measurement engineering materials and network scheduling these case studies
have been solved using a wide range of optimization techniques including particle



swarm optimization genetic algorithms artificial bee colony harmony search
adaptive error control derivative free pattern search surrogate based optimization
variable fidelity modelling as well as various other methods and approaches this
book is a practical guide to help graduates and researchers to carry out
optimization for real world applications more advanced readers will also find it a
helpful reference and aide memoire
Reliability-Based Optimization für Multiple Constraints with Evolutionary
Algorithms 2014-04-11 aerodynamic design like many other engineering
applications is increasingly relying on computational power the growing need for
multi disciplinarity and high fidelity in design optimization for industrial
applications requires a huge number of repeated simulations in order to find an
optimal design candidate the main drawback is that each simulation can be
computationally expensive this becomes an even bigger issue when used within
parametric studies automated search or optimization loops which typically may
require thousands of analysis evaluations the core issue of a design optimization
problem is the search process involved however when facing complex problems the
high dimensionality of the design space and the high multi modality of the target
functions cannot be tackled with standard techniques in recent years global
optimization using meta models has been widely applied to design exploration in
order to rapidly investigate the design space and find sub optimal solutions indeed
surrogate and reduced order models can provide a valuable alternative at a much
lower computational cost in this context this volume offers advanced surrogate
modeling applications and optimization techniques featuring reasonable
computational resources it also discusses basic theory concepts and their
application to aerodynamic design cases it is aimed at researchers and engineers
who deal with complex aerodynamic design problems on a daily basis and employ
expensive simulations to solve them
Feature Selection for Surrogate Model-Based Optimization 2020 mechanical
design includes an optimization process in which designers always consider
objectives such as strength deflection weight wear corrosion etc depending on the
requirements however design optimization for a complete mechanical assembly
leads to a complicated objective function with a large number of design variables it
is a good practice to apply optimization techniques for individual components or
intermediate assemblies than a complete assembly analytical or numerical
methods for calculating the extreme values of a function may perform well in many
practical cases but may fail in more complex design situations in real design
problems the number of design parameters can be very large and their influence
on the value to be optimized the goal function can be very complicated having
nonlinear character in these complex cases advanced optimization algorithms offer
solutions to the problems because they find a solution near to the global optimum
within reasonable time and computational costs mechanical design optimization
using advanced optimization techniques presents a comprehensive review on latest
research and development trends for design optimization of mechanical elements
and devices using examples of various mechanical elements and devices the
possibilities for design optimization with advanced optimization techniques are
demonstrated basic and advanced concepts of traditional and advanced
optimization techniques are presented along with real case studies results of



applications of the proposed techniques and the best optimization strategies to
achieve best performance are highlighted furthermore a novel advanced
optimization method named teaching learning based optimization tlbo is presented
in this book and this method shows better performance with less computational
effort for the large scale problems mechanical design optimization using advanced
optimization techniques is intended for designers practitioners managers institutes
involved in design related projects applied research workers academics and
graduate students in mechanical and industrial engineering and will be useful to
the industrial product designers for realizing a product as it presents new models
and optimization techniques to make tasks easier logical efficient and effective
Computational Optimization and Applications in Engineering and Industry
2011-06-19 this book introduces readers to the jaya algorithm an advanced
optimization technique that can be applied to many physical and engineering
systems it describes the algorithm discusses its differences with other advanced
optimization techniques and examines the applications of versions of the algorithm
in mechanical thermal manufacturing electrical computer civil and structural
engineering in real complex optimization problems the number of parameters to be
optimized can be very large and their influence on the goal function can be very
complicated and nonlinear in character such problems cannot be solved using
classical methods and advanced optimization methods need to be applied the jaya
algorithm is an algorithm specific parameter less algorithm that builds on other
advanced optimization techniques the application of jaya in several engineering
disciplines is critically assessed and its success compared with other complex
optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms ga particle swarm optimization
pso differential evolution de artificial bee colony abc and other recently developed
algorithms
Application of Surrogate-based Global Optimization to Aerodynamic Design
2015-10-05 performance optimization is vital in the design and operation of
modern engineering systems including communications manufacturing robotics
and logistics most engineering systems are too complicated to model or the system
parameters cannot be easily identified so learning techniques have to be applied
this book provides a unified framework based on a sensitivity point of view it also
introduces new approaches and proposes new research topics within this
sensitivity based framework this new perspective on a popular topic is presented
by a well respected expert in the field
Mechanical Design Optimization Using Advanced Optimization Techniques
2012-01-14 this book presents a comprehensive framework for developing industry
4 0 and 5 0 solutions through the use of ontology modeling and graph based
optimization techniques with effective information management being critical to
successful manufacturing processes this book emphasizes the importance of
adequate modeling and systematic analysis of interacting elements in the era of
smart manufacturing the book provides an extensive overview of semantic
technologies and their potential to integrate with existing industrial standards
planning and execution systems to provide efficient data processing and analysis it
also investigates the design of industry 5 0 solutions and the need for problem
specific descriptions of production processes operator skills and states and sensor
monitoring in intelligent spaces the book proposes that ontology based data can



efficiently represent enterprise and manufacturing datasets the book is divided
into two parts modeling and optimization the semantic modeling part provides an
overview of ontologies and knowledge graphs that can be used to create industry 4
0 and 5 0 applications with two detailed applications presented on a reproducible
industrial case study the optimization part of the book focuses on network science
based process optimization and presents various detailed applications such as
graph based analytics assembly line balancing and community detection the book
is based on six key points the need for horizontal and vertical integration in
modern industry the potential benefits of integrating semantic technologies into
erp and mes systems the importance of optimization methods in industry 4 0 and 5
0 concepts the need to process large amounts of data while ensuring
interoperability and re usability factors the potential for digital twin models to
model smart factories including big data access and the need to integrate human
factors in cpss and provide adequate methods to facilitate collaboration and
support shop floor workers
Jaya: An Advanced Optimization Algorithm and its Engineering
Applications 2018-06-09 this book offers a timely snapshot of current soft
computing research and solutions to decision making and optimization problems
which are ubiquitous in the current social and technological context addressing
fields including logistics transportation and data analysis written by leading
international experts from the united states brazil and cuba as well as the united
kingdom france finland and spain it discusses theoretical developments in and
practical applications of soft computing in fields where these methods are crucial
to obtaining better models including intelligent transportation systems maritime
logistics portfolio selection decision making fuzzy cognitive maps and fault
detection the book is dedicated to professor josé l verdegay a pioneer who has
been actively pursuing research in fuzzy sets theory and soft computing since 1982
in honor of his 65th birthday
Model-Based Optimization of Hybrid Energy Systems 2016 optimization
techniques in engineering the book describes the basic components of an
optimization problem along with the formulation of design problems as
mathematical programming problems using an objective function that expresses
the main aim of the model and how it is to be either minimized or maximized
subsequently the concept of optimization and its relevance towards an optimal
solution in engineering applications is explained this book aims to present some of
the recent developments in the area of optimization theory methods and
applications in engineering it focuses on the metaphor of the inspired system and
how to configure and apply the various algorithms the book comprises 30 chapters
and is organized into two parts part i soft computing and evolutionary based
optimization and part ii decision science and simulation based optimization which
contains application based chapters readers and users will find in the book an
overview and brief background of optimization methods which are used very
popularly in almost all applications of science engineering technology and
mathematics an in depth treatment of contributions to optimal learning and
optimizing engineering systems maps out the relations between optimization and
other mathematical topics and disciplines a problem solving approach and a large
number of illustrative examples leading to a step by step formulation and solving



of optimization problems audience researchers industry professionals
academicians and doctoral scholars in major domains of engineering production
thermal electrical industrial materials design computer engineering and natural
sciences the book is also suitable for researchers and postgraduate students in
mathematics applied mathematics and industrial mathematics
Variable Reduction for Surrogate-Based Optimization 2020 the text
comprehensively discusses computational models including artificial neural
networks agent based models and decision field theory for reliability engineering it
will serve as an ideal reference text for graduate students and academic
researchers in the fields of industrial engineering manufacturing engineering
computer engineering and materials science discusses the development of
sustainable materials using metaheuristic approaches covers computational
models such as agent based models ontology and decision field theory for
reliability engineering presents swarm intelligence methods such as ant colony
optimization particle swarm optimization and grey wolf optimization for solving the
manufacturing process include case studies for industrial optimizations explores
the use of computational optimization for reliability and maintainability theory the
text covers swarm intelligence techniques including ant colony optimization
particle swarm optimization cuckoo search and genetic algorithms for solving
complex industrial problems of the manufacturing industry as well as predicting
reliability maintainability and availability of several industrial components
Stochastic Learning and Optimization 2007-10-23
Ontology-Based Development of Industry 4.0 and 5.0 Solutions for Smart
Manufacturing and Production 2024-01-01
Soft Computing Based Optimization and Decision Models 2017-08-03
Optimization Techniques in Engineering 2023-04-26
Computational Intelligence based Optimization of Manufacturing Process for
Sustainable Materials 2023-09-25
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